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Preface
SDN (Software-Defined Networking) is a general term for the technologies used to dynamically and centrally
control networks by using software. SDN is gaining recognition as a solution capable of addressing the unique
challenges facing networks today, such as dynamic business demands and on demand service provisioning.
ProgrammableFlow is a network technology incorporating NECʼs validated architecture and industry best
practices honed over many years. ProgrammableFlow is based on the OpenFlow protocol,* the industry
standard for SDN enablement, and features a high degree of openness. In March 2011, NEC announced its
UNIVERGE PF series, based on ProgrammableFlow technology, as the world's first OpenFlow product.
NEC developed ProgrammableFlow as an SDN enabled platform capable of resolving the restrictions,
obstacles, and issues inherent in current networking technologies. ProgrammableFlow makes it possible for
anyone, including IT staff with limited networking skills, to design, implement, and manage networks. With
ProgrammableFlow, NEC has resolved the following issues:
(1) Physical constraints associated with network device allocation
Physical network devices, such as routers and switches, must be allocated and configured to provide the
required communication efficiency, quality assurance, and redundancy.
(2) Constraints on network topology
A layered networking architecture requires the allocation of network devices, such as switches, to a tree

topology consisting of the Core, Distribution, and Edge layers. Additionally, future scalability demands a
robust Core Layer utilizing high end devices to support increasing bandwidth at the backbone.
(3) Distributed device management complexity
Physically dependent network devices must be configured individually and managed as distributed technologies
to operate.
ProgrammableFlow has resolved these issues by providing (1) commercialized network virtualization
technologies, (2) commercialized flow control technologies, and (3) commercialized centralized control
technologies.
This document provides an operational overview of these three technologies, as well as their seven functional
and technical components, while offering an insight into the benefits available.
* The standard specifications of the OpenFlow protocol were created by the OpenFlow standardization organization, Open Networking Foundation (ONF),
which was established in 2011. At the time of this publication, the latest OpenFlow specification is version 1.5. NEC has been proactively involved in ONF
since its establishment.
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(1) Commercialized Network Virtualization Technologies
1. Virtual Nodes
2. Multitenancy

Abstract resources to simplify network configurations and operational status
Implements multiple virtual networks, with independent address spaces and policies, on a
single physical network

(2) Commercialized Flow Control Technologies
3. Distributed Virtual

Establishes router functionality using multiple switches to eliminate the need for routers

Routing

and routing design in networks

4. Multilayer Fabric

Deploys the optimum topology for the networkʼs requirements without physical
restrictions

(3) Commercialized Centralized Control Technologies
5. Centralized Management

Simplifies network operations and improves coordination with other systems by
centralizing the management of controllers

6. High Scalability

Applies centralized control to large-scale networks by deploying hybrid flow control and the
implementation of faster, layered controllers.

7. High Reliability

Establishes highly reliable centralized control by coordinating controller and switch status
in order to accelerate failover
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OpenFlow and ProgrammableFlow
OpenFlow is a switch control protocol and the industry standard for SDN enablement. In conventional
networks, each network device has route control functions and packet transfer functions, while controllers
perform what is known as distributed autonomous control. In OpenFlow, the route control function is decoupled
from the packet transfer function allowing controllers to send packet flow control information to switches by
using the OpenFlow protocol for control functionality. As a result, centralized control is achieved.
OpenFlow allows fine-grained definitions in flow units by combining addresses and identifiers in four network
layers of the OSI Reference Model, L1 to L4*. Networks using OpenFlow obtain greater flexibility. OpenFlow
enables network bandwidth to be used effectively (using multipaths). OpenFlow also facilitates flow rerouting
and enables effective maintenance in the event of a failure. With OpenFlow, it is possible to specify that a certain
flow passes through a network security appliance (using waypoints).
ProgrammableFlow is a network technology based on the OpenFlow protocol and enhances the basic
functionalities of OpenFlow with technologies commercialized by NEC. Controllers and switches implemented by
ProgrammableFlow provide an optimum SDN environment for many types of networks. Additionally, network
products developed by NEC, and other companies using the OpenFlow protocol, are compatible with the
OpenFlow protocol, allowing multi-vendor interoperability.
* L1 (Layer 1) is the physical layer, L2 is the data link layer, L3 is the network layer, and L4 is the transport layer. OpenFlow defines flows using a
combination of addresses and identifiers, such as L1 physical port numbers, L2 MAC addresses, L3 IP addresses, and L4 TCP/UDP port numbers.
Technologies commercialized by NEC

ProgrammableFlow
Controller

Control network
Packet transfer network

Technology commercialized
by NEC

Flow control information

Basic OpenFlow
functionality

Packet

OpenFlow
Protocol
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Technology commercialized
by NEC
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by NEC

Technology commercialized
by NEC
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Seven Functional and Technical Components of ProgrammableFlow

Network Virtualization Technologies
In recent years, a diverse range of networking technologies have evolved to keep pace with market demands
for more sophisticated systems. This demand has led to networks with increasingly complex topologies
requiring a multitude of settings and functionalities. As a result, the construction of large-scale networks, and
the reliability and associated design redundancy, have become skill-intensive tasks. In response, NEC has
developed network virtualization technologies, a group of technologies enabling network resources to be
abstracted while physical control and configuration tasks are hidden and automated.
ProgrammableFlow performs network resource abstraction for bridges and routers using virtual nodes, and
allows a single physical network to be used for multiple purposes (tenants) through multitenancy functionality.
Also, ProgrammableFlow integrates with existing network technologies while implementing flexible and efficient
network operations.
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1. Virtual Nodes
ProgrammableFlow simplifies the work required to configure and check network settings by abstracting the
networking functions at each layer, eliminating redundant design and configuration work previously required on
each device. Until now, two tasks were required to add or change a network in a live system: 1. Perform a

logical design for layers 2 and 3, and 2. Design and configure routing and VLAN requirements for each
physical device. To implement redundancy, it was necessary to perform complex design work on each layer. The
integrity and uniformity of device configurations, and operations, have also had to be confirmed each time the
configuration changed. These tasks could only be performed by highly skilled system engineers.
ProgrammableFlow simplifies the addition of networks by abstracting network functions, such as bridges and
routers, using a feature known as virtual nodes. With ProgrammableFlow, the logical design of the network to
be added simply involves designing and configuring the virtual routers and virtual bridges. It is no longer
necessary to perform design and configuration for Individual devices. Also, network engineers do not have to
implement redundancy in their logical design because the flow-based routing function* automatically
recalculates optimal routing in the event of a failure. Because flows are always registered according to the
optimum route, it is only necessary to perform sampling tests of the logical design configuration during
validation testing, which significantly reduces the time required for this work.
* Flow-based routing identifies flows based on their L1, L2, L3, and L4 information and transfers packets in flow units according to a flow table. The
optimum flow information created by the controller is stored in a flow table on each switch. These flow tables are used for L1 to L4 processes on a single
switch by the virtual router function. All edge switches can perform L3 routing without sending packets via a device such as a chassis switch.
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Migration from conventional products or technologies to ProgrammableFlow is smooth because the network
abstraction of ProgrammableFlow emulates conventional networking functions, such as bridges and routers.
IT engineers, with limited networking skills, can easily understand and use ProgrammableFlow, allowing
customers to manage their own networks without reliance on experts or vendors.
Virtual nodes are implemented by a function mapping (associates) virtual bridges to physical ports. This
mapping function enables switches to examine the VLAN TAG on the received packet and automatically
determine which virtual bridge should handle the packet. ProgrammableFlow eliminates the time-consuming
task of configuring VLAN settings on physical ports, thereby reducing the workload of network administrators.

2. Multitenancy
In conventional networks, when servers are integrated using server virtualization technologies, a network
had to be physically built for each business system because it was simply too difficult to virtualize and integrate
networks. ProgrammableFlow, however, allows virtual networks for multiple purposes (tenants) to be built on a
single physical network. This function is called multitenancy and the virtual networks used for different
purposes are called Virtual Tenant Networks (VTNs). Each VTN can be defined by using independent policies
such as address space, routing, QoS (Quality of Service), path control, monitoring, and administrative privileges.
Using multitenancy allows multiple physically independent networks to be integrated easily, while maintaining
the required level of security. This integration makes it possible to reduce network equipment and maintenance
costs. Take, for example, a 3-tier Web-based business system. Previously it would have been necessary to
configure VLANs for each system and add a router to route VLAN traffic. With ProgrammableFlow, the entire
3-tier system can be built on a single VTN, making the system much easier to manage.
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Differences Between Conventional Network Technologies and ProgrammableFlow
Although network virtualization technologies, such as virtual routers and VLANs, exist in conventional
networks, individual technologies have to be combined on each layer and designed by system engineers to
maintain overall integrity. Complex network configurations are strenuous to design and it is difficult to make
quick modifications, even when urgently required, because there is a high risk of human error.
ProgrammableFlow has changed this reality by automating redundancy design and enabling networks to be
abstracted as simple, integrated models.
Comparison between Conventional Technologies and ProgrammableFlow

Multitenancy function
Layer 3

Virtualization

Conventional technologies

ProgrammableFlow

No

Virtual Tenant Network

Virtual router (VRF, etc.)

Virtual router

method

Layer 2

(automated redundancy)

Redundancy

VRRP, dynamic routing (OSPF, BGP,

method

etc.)

Virtualization

VLAN, MPLS

method
Redundancy

(automated redundancy)
STP, LAG, stacking, etc.

method
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Examples of Using Network Virtualization Technologies
Example 1: Secure isolation of multiple tenants

VTNs are mutually isolated and cannot communicate with each other. This allows networks to be integrated
easily, while maintaining the required degree of security. For example, the risk of worm infections from other
networks, due to integration of multiple customer environments, can be eliminated by using VTNs to securely
isolate each network.
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Example 2: Integrating networks with overlapping system IP addresses

When the networks of multiple business systems are integrated, there can be overlapping IP addresses. This
makes system migration more complicated because when the IP addresses in one system have to be changed,
or the duplication has to be resolved by deploying NAT (Network Address Translation). Integration of systems
with duplicate addresses is easy with ProgrammableFlow because each system can be separated into a VTN
with independent address spaces.
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Example 3: Integrating networks with routers

If routers exist in the target network to be integrated, virtual routers can be employed. In this case, with
conventional networking technology, it is necessary to design virtual routers and the VLANs to be connected,
and design and configure devices while considering redundancy. Designs were complex because network
engineers had to define which business system used a particular virtual router and which VLANs could or could
not be connected to a particular virtual router. If there were a large number of virtual routers, integration may
have to be abandoned because network management and troubleshooting proved too complicated.
ProgrammableFlow facilitates network design by assigning a VTN for each system and creating virtual routers
and virtual bridges for each VTN. Customers can easily check which business system is using a virtual router or
virtual bridge using the CLI (Command Line Interface) or GUI (Graphical User Interface).
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Flow Control Technologies
3. Distributed Virtual Routing
Routers can be used to segment a network based on IP subnets. This is implemented by rewriting the MAC
address in a packet when it passes through the router. Previously an expensive L3 switch had to be installed to
use router-based network segmentation. ProgrammableFlow, on the other hand, rewrites the MAC addresses at
the first switch a packet reaches as one of the actions in the flow. This is known as distributed virtual routing
and it enables multiple switches to connect the same combination of subnets. This eliminates the need to install
multiple physical routers and design intra-network routing, thereby simplifying operations.
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4. Multilayer Fabric
In conventional networks, routing modules can cause bottlenecks because traffic between subnets becomes
concentrated. This means expensive L3 switches have to be installed at the center of a network to form a tree
(silo) topology and provide the requisite scalability.

Stacking is also an option, but the number of switches for stacking is limited to around 10 and the network has
to be stopped during the scale-up process.
With ProgrammableFlow, distributed virtual routing prevents traffic passing between subnets from building
up on core switches. Bottlenecks on core switches, therefore, do not occur. At the same time, it is no longer
necessary to configure a tree topology. This makes it possible to implement flexible network configurations
without being subject to restrictions imposed by a specific physical topology. As a result, the optimum topology
for system requirements such as bandwidth, fault tolerance, and physical restrictions can be deployed. It is also
easier to implement networks with a combination of different topologies or a scale-out architecture. Fabric
technologies are not new̶they are often used to control layer 2 traffic, but with ProgrammableFlow, NEC has
implemented the concept of a multilayer fabric able to flexibly control layer 3 traffic.
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Examples of Using Flow Control Technologies
Example 1: Implementing a network with scale-out architecture

When migrating to a data center or integrating systems, implementing networks with scale-out architecture can
reduce initial costs and enable flexible system expansion. Ladder topologies, which are deployed in relatively
small virtual networks, can be used to implement simple network configurations with a scale-out architecture
and can also reduce complicated cabling.
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Example 2: Quadruple redundancy to improve reliability

Core layer

Edge layer

ProgrammableFlow Switch

Systems whose availability directly impacts revenue must have minimal down time. ProgrammableFlow can
dramatically improve system availability by implementing network configurations with quadruple
redundancy̶something that is impossible with conventional network technologies.
Example 3: Flexible network operations

In data centers that cover multiple floors or in factories or university campuses with multiple
buildings, network scalability can be realized by adding loops flexibly and incrementally according to future
demand.
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Centralized Control Technologies
5. Centralized Management
Controllers implemented by ProgrammableFlow offer three types of user interface: a CLI, a GUI, and an API
(Application Programming Interface). The GUI allows network administrators to see the status of the network
and devices managed by the controller, in real time, and provides a high degree of operability and sense of
security.
The amount of information required to configure each switch is reduced with ProgrammableFlow and its user
interface is simplified compared to conventional networks. This considerably reduces configuration and
modification mistakes and lightens the workload of network configuration administrators. Additionally, with a
network using an API, network control applications can be developed without having to consider the physical
topology or configure new switch settings. This means the code is shorter than conventional network
applications, resulting in facilitating maintenance, componentization, and application recycling.
API

Application interface
Orchestrator
(Vendor software,
bespoke application)

GUI

Web graphic interface

CLI

Command line interface

Controller

6. High Scalability
OpenFlow decouples the control plane from the data plane in Networks. Even before the advent of OpenFlow,
NEC had been working in this area and had succeeded in developing numerous implementation technologies.
These network control technologies have been applied to ProgrammableFlow to provide high scalability and
reduce controller load in large scale networks.
OpenFlow defines two flow control methods: Proactive, where the communication flow is configured in
advance, and reactive, where the flow is configured as communications occur. Reactive control allows
fine-grained communication control, but places a higher load on the controller, making it suitable only for small
scale networks. ProgrammableFlow deploys a hybrid proactive-reactive control method that enables
fine-grained communication control while being applicable to large scale networks.
In addition, ProgrammableFlow implements a flow control information database (flow table) on the switch
memory to speed up communications processing. This also reduces the controller load for broadcast and
multicast packets. ProgrammableFlow statically configures transfer routes on switches to eliminate queries
from switches to controllers. (In regular OpenFlow systems, broadcast and multicast packets are processed by
the controller.) The resulting faster processing and reduced load mean that a single controller can now control
several hundred switches.
With ProgrammableFlow, controllers can be layered to control large-scale networks. ProgrammableFlow
manages VTNs that span multiple controllers as a single VTN to centralize the management of VTN
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configurations. These technologies enable integrated management of large scale networks that was not
possible with conventional networks.
7. High Reliability
Each time ProgrammableFlow registers communications as a flow it checks that the flow has been registered
properly, to maintain the integrity of the given flow between controllers and switches. It also recalculates
optimum routes periodically for all communications to improve reliability.
Switching paths can take some time in OpenFlow networks because controllers recalculate routes in the event
of a failure. With ProgrammableFlow, NEC applies a technology known as port grouping* to eliminate queries to
controllers, route recalculations, and flow reconfigurations enabling immediate switching of flows on switches.
NEC also deploys memory synchronization that has a proven record with communication carriers to improve the
reliability of controllers. Memory synchronization applies a cluster configuration to controllers allowing
operations to be instantly switched to a standby controller, in the event of a controller failure. With
ProgrammableFlow availability is retained in the event of a failure, providing customers with a highly reliable,
high-quality network.
* Port grouping is a mechanism used to switch routes instantly in the event of a failure. In OpenFlow 1.0, routes were switched by the controller rewriting
flow entries one by one. With NECʼs port grouping technology, on the other hand, switches autonomously switch routes all at the same time by using the
group table functionality of OpenFlow 1.3.
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Conclusion

ProgrammableFlow technology has been implemented in demonstration systems and commercial systems for
more than 250 domestic and overseas clients (as of March 2016) and its effectiveness is widely recognized. NEC
will continue to offer flexible and simple solutions that leverage cutting-edge SDN technologies, as well as
proven IT and network technologies. Through NEC SDN Solutions our customers respond more quickly and
flexibly to the changing business environment, expanding their existing businesses and creating new
businesses with confidence.
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For inquiries, please contact the following:

SDN Strategy Division, NEC Corporation
7-1 Shiba 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8001 JAPAN
E-mail: inquiry@sdn.jp.nec.com
The described product names and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
The contents of this white paper are current as of March 2016.

Disclaimer
NEC Corporation and its affiliates do not make any warranty of accuracy, usefulness, certainty or any other kind, relating to the contents of this White Paper. In no event shall NEC Corporation and its
affiliates be liable for any loss, expense or damage arising out of or in connection with the use of or reliance upon the contents of this White Paper.
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